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QSR Technologies for Safer Operations
QSR customer service and safety requirements are changing rapidly and are likely
here to stay. Zebra’s contactless technologies deliver a timely solution for safer
customer service and restaurant operations.

Hands-Free Barcode Scanners
Zebra’s DS9300 and DS9900 Series scanners enable contactless barcode
scanning for checkouts. With the hands-free DS9300 scanner or 2-in-1 hybrid
DS9900 scanner, staff and customers can capture barcodes and scan IDs or loyalty
cards without handling a shared device.
•
•
•
•

Contactless presentation scanning
Ideal for traditional checkouts, self-checkouts, and drive-thrus
Scanning of 1D/2D/QR barcodes, IDs, and loyalty cards
Easy deployment and configuration with 123Scan

Dissolvable Food Labels
Label residue on food containers and surfaces creates a dangerous environment
where bacteria can thrive, but Zebra’s breakthrough 8000D labels quickly dissolve
in water and disperse into small paper fibers to eliminate residue without clogging
drains. Moreover, our specialty adhesives dissolve from surfaces, washing cleanly
down the drain and leaving no trace.
•
•
•
•

Quick-dissolving labels with no residue or drain clogs
Helps reduce and eliminate dangerous bacteria
Great for food containers and surfaces
Compliant with health department requirements

Easy-to-Use Remote Device Management
With Zebra’s Mobility DNA software, you can deploy all your QSR scanners, tablets,
mobile computers, and printers from the safety of a single location with one solution
that is compatible with all your devices. It’s easy and secure with Zebra devices, our
cloud-based software, and a simple three-step process. For all that simplicity, the
benefits are significant:
•
•
•
•

Remotely deploy, manage, and update devices across multiple locations
Enjoy a fast and simple toolset that makes everything easy
Put an end to headaches with cumbersome device management solutions
Manage all your Zebra scanners, mobile computers, and printers

Take Your QSR Safety to the Next Level
Zebra contactless scanners, dissolvable labels, and remote device management
are part of our complete portfolio of solutions for safer QSR service and operations.
Connect with us to learn more about how to deliver safer, more convenient, and
more efficient service with our hands-free and mobile technologies.

Explore Our Complete QSR Solutions Portfolio
Drive-Thru Line Busting

Food Safety

See how McDonald’s slashed
wait times with Zebra’s
enterprise-grade tablets.

Find out how QSRs are leveraging
technology to ensure food safety
and safeguard guests.

Watch the Video

Learn More

Mobile Point of Sale

Food Labeling

Find out how Zebra mobile POS
solutions can increase your sales,
boost productivity, and improve
guest satisfaction.

Download our brief to learn how to
comply with government mandates
and keep your customers safer.

Discover the Possibilities

Download the Brief

Digitized Loyalty

Inventory Management

Discover how to develop
stronger, more personalized
guest experiences with Zebra
presentation scanners.

See how Zebra enables automated
weekly unit counts of ingredients
and can help you eliminate paper
checklists.

Learn More

Learn More

Trade in Your Current Hardware and Save
The GO Zebra Trade-in Program makes it easy and more affordable to upgrade to
the latest Zebra solutions by trading in your current barcode scanners, mobile
computers, and barcode printers.
Through December 31, 2020, trade in any qualifying device, including non-Zebra
products, and save up to $25 on scanners, $250 on mobile computers, and $600
on printers. Contact us now to find out how much you can save.
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